• macrocontact modeling -equivalent radius of curvature, Hertz (1881)
smooth rigid sphere
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• conforming rough contacts
• Gaussian distribution for asperity GREENWOOD AND TRIPP (GT) MODEL
• axisymmetric contact; elastic bulk deformation
• rough surfaces are isotropic and have Gaussian height distribution with a standard deviation ρ
• distribution of summit heights is same as surface heights standard deviation, i.e., ρ s = ρ
• the deformation of each asperity is independent of its neighbors
• spherical summits all with constant radius, β; asperities deform elastically and Hertz theory applied for each individual summit. 
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• maximum contact pressure is a function of
• Hertzian pressure distribution is m  0. 076  0.52 Effective elastic modulus,
Microhardness, H mic ML −1 T −2
Radius of curvature,  M

Roughness,  M
Max. contact pressure, • uniform increase will be added to critical pressure distribution at each point 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
• closed set of governing relationships was derived and solved numerically
• general pressure distribution was proposed that yields Hertzian pressure at limit, where roughness approaches zero
• using curve-fitting techniques, simple correlations were proposed for calculating contact parameters, as functions of governing non-dimensional parameters
• criterion was derived to identify flat surface GT MODEL SHORTCOMINGS
• A constant summit radius β is unrealistic
• Two of its input parameters, i.e., radius of summits β and density of summits γ s cannot be measured directly and must be estimated through statistical calculations. These parameters are sensitive to the surface measurements • Applying the model is complex and requires computer programming and numerically intensive solutions
• All asperities are assumed to deform elastically.
